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Incapital LEOPARDS™

• Incapital LEOPARDS™ are continuously offered preferred and related debt securities and is a product 
extension of Incapital’s continuously offered note program

• Offerings typically have a one week marketing period, like traditional retail notes, and have the flexibility 
to reopen multiple times for up to several months

• Each weekly offering subsequent to the first is considered a reopening of the original series until that 
series is closed

• Week 1 the transaction is announced and entered into Incapnet®

• Structure and pricing are set before announcement
– Perpetual and callable quarterly after 5 to 5.5 years at 100% with quarterly cumulative or non-cumulative dividends

• Call may be structured up to six months beyond the typical 5 year period for perpetual preferreds in consideration of the extended offering 
period, matching the initial call to the final settlement date

• Dividends cumulative or non-cumulative, depending on the issuer

– If reopened, the same security is offered each subsequent week at a price of par plus accrued, calculated from that 
week’s trade date (preferreds) or settlement date (bonds) back to the original settlement date

• Instead of the usual 30 day exchange listing period, Incapital LEOPARDS™ may have a 30 to 90 day listing 
period from the original settlement to account for multiple reopenings
– The offering remains in syndicate with potentially multiple weeks of execution prior to listing

Incapital LEOPARDS™ - Long Execution of Preferred and Related Debt Securities
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Incapital LEOPARDS™ Weekly Offering Process

Week 
2

Incapital LEOPARDS™ Weekly Offering Overview

Week 
1

Week 1: Preferred Offered at Par

Week 1 Week 2

Settlement of Week 1 Sales

Week 2: Preferred Offered at Par plus 
Accrued

Week 3

Settlement of Week 2 Sales

Week 
1

Week 3: Preferred Offered at Par plus 
Accrued

Weekly Sales Closed / Pricing Date
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Incapital LEOPARDS™ Features

• Preferred security pricing is ordinarily less sensitive to interest rate volatility when compared to senior 
debt, which may make preferreds more amenable to a multiple reopening program

• Focus on a particular investor base
– In traditional preferred “benchmark” executions, underwriters typically market a security that appeals to a range of 

investors including retail, Accredited Investors and institutional investors in order to achieve a large transaction over a 
relatively short period of time

– Multiple reopenings with accumulating size allow the issuer to focus on the retail segment

– Large institutions cannot exercise leverage over the order book with regard to price, structure or supply

• Broader and Deeper Distribution
– “Bulge Bracket” firms typically focus on accounts that reside within their individual distribution systems 

– Incapital’s diverse distribution network of more than 800 broker-dealers, institutions, asset managers, RIAs and banks 
reaches those with unmet demand who are traditionally under-allocated 
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Incapital LEOPARDS™ Fast Facts

• Structure:  Perpetual and callable quarterly after 5 to 5.5 years at 100% with quarterly cumulative or non-
cumulative dividends

• Par:  $25

• Denominations:  1x1

• Price to Public:  $25 plus accrued dividends for reopened offerings

• Settlement:  Flat a price that includes accrued dividends

• Exchange:  Listing anticipated 30-90 days from first settlement

• Clearing:  DTC Book Entry

• Tax considerations:  Income may be Qualified Dividend Income (QDI) and/or Dividend Received Deduction 
(DRD) eligible.  Please consult with a qualified tax advisor.

The information provided describes a typical Incapital LEOPARDS™ transaction and is not specific to any particular offering

Typical Terms of an Incapital LEOPARDS™ Offering
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Incapital LEOPARDS™ Risk Considerations

• Interest Rate, Call and Duration Risk
– Values may rise or fall with changes in interest rates, often more dramatically for those preferreds without a maturity

– Shares may be called when interest rates drop, leaving the investor with proceeds to be reinvested at a lower rate

– Investors face duration risk when rates decline and an issuer decides not to call in its shares

• Credit, Suspension and Default Risk
– The ability of an issuer to meet its financial obligations on schedule-the issuer’s credit-is a critical concern for investors

– Suspension occurs when an issuer does not make a scheduled payment

– Default occurs when a company fails to make scheduled payments to a shareholder beyond any permitted suspension 
period defined in the offering documents

• Liquidity Risk
– Preferreds are usually less liquid than common stock and the establishment and maintenance of an active trading 

market is not guaranteed

• Event Risk
– An issuer’s ability to repay its financial obligations may be affected by events related to the issuer and its industry 

including, but not limited to, prevailing global and regional economic and political conditions, taxation, and 
governmental regulations

• Business Cycle Risk
– All issuers are affected by general downturns in business conditions

Risks may include and are not limited to:
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Incapital LLC or an affiliate thereof (“Incapital”).  It is for broker-dealer or financial institution use only and may not be distributed to 
any retail investor or other third-party.  Incapital sponsors and/or distributes a variety of investment products and such products may contain complex terms and risks and 
may be rated as investment grade or non-investment grade, or may not contain any investment rating at all.  

Information on investment products is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an investment recommendation or a solicitation to buy or sell the investment 
product(s) described herein.   Specific investment terms are for illustration purposes only and may not reflect the actual terms of an investment product available for 
purchase from Incapital.  This presentation may not contain a complete discussion of investment terms or risks and you should only rely on the information contained in 
relevant prospectus and/or offering documentation prior to purchasing an investment product or making a recommendation to a customer.   A copy of the relevant 
registration statement, prospectus, official statement, term sheet, pricing supplement, financial reports and/or other offering information for registered securities and 
certain exempt securities may be found at the SEC’s (sec.gov/edgar.shtml) EDGAR or the MSRB’s EMMA (emma.msrb.org/) databases.   

Incapital does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein and provides no assurance that this information is, in fact, accurate. The 
information in this presentation is subject to change without notice.

Incapital may have included certain representations, projections and comparisons concerning particular investment products.  Such representations, projections and 
comparisons reflect  the opinions of Incapital and may not be accurate either now or at a future date.  Consequently, you should not rely on such representations, 
projections, comparisons or other opinions of Incapital in purchasing an investment product or making a recommendation to a customer.   Current and future economic and 
other market events concerning an investment product or an issuer thereof may cause the information provided herein to be incorrect.  Past performance is not indicative of 
future results and should never be relied upon in making an investment decision or recommendation.

The investment products discussed herein may be considered complex investment products.  Such products may contain unique risks, terms, conditions and fees specific to 
each offering.   Depending upon the particular product, risks may include, but are not limited to, issuer credit risk, market risk, the performance of an underlying derivative 
financial instrument, formula or strategy, and foreign currency risks.  Return of principal may not be guaranteed and may be subject to credit risk of the issuer or the 
performance of a derivative instrument, formula or strategy   Additionally, unless otherwise specified in the particular offering documentation, the products discussed 
herein are not FDIC insured, may lose value, and are not bank guaranteed.  You should not purchase a complex investment product or make an investment recommendation 
to a customer until you have read the specific offering documentation and understand the specific investment terms and risks of such investment.  

Any investments or strategies referenced herein do not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific person.  Product 
suitability must be independently determined for each individual investor.  Incapital explicitly disclaims any responsibility for product suitability or suitability determinations 
related to individual investors.  

The information contained herein does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities.  Investment products described herein may not be offered 
for sale  in any state or jurisdiction in which such an offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful or prohibited by the specific offering documentation

This material is strictly for specified recipients only and may not be reproduced, distributed or forwarded in any manner without the written permission of Incapital.

©2016 Incapital. All rights reserved. Securities offered through Incapital LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC. Annuities and insurance products offered through Incapital Insurance 
Services LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC. 200 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL 60606.

http://www.sec.gov/edgar.shtml
http://emma.msrb.org/
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